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Our land, our Radzima named light - Belarus!

Our country is called blue-eyed country or the land
underbenith white wings.



What is 

my land 
like?

These are golden fields

of bread with blue eyes

of cornflowers. Light

from the birches of the

forest, deaf from the

ringing of birds.

Forest, similar to

temples, forest where

deer proudly carry their

crowns.

These are endless rivers, 

in which beavers and fish 

splash before sunset, and 

there are almost 11 

thousand lakes, clean as a 

child's smile. 

V. Korotkevich











A lively, intelligent, 

hardworking 

Belarusian people. 

The Belarusian is 

distinguished by 

his generosity, his 

willingness to 

always come to the 

rescue in times of 

need. V. Korotkevich 



Belarusians 
are talented nation.



Belarusians are 
hardworking 

nation.



Belarusians are 
hospitable 

people.



Belarusians are 
peaceful nation.



Together we are Belarus.





Man has nothing
more beautiful 
and dearer than 
the Motherland.
A man without 
a homeland -
beggar man.

J. Kolas

Нет у человека 
ничего
прекраснее и 
дороже Родины.
Человек без 
Родины – нищий 
человек.

Я. Колас





Your hometask:
Ex. 6, page 41-42

* Draw your picture for a 
pen friend about Belarus.







• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BcAHMTG3QMU













Teacher's word: And the greatest wealth of Belarus is its 
people. V. Korotkevich wrote about them in the following way: 
“A lively, intelligent, hardworking Belarusian people. The 
Belarusian is distinguished by his generosity, his willingness to 
always come to the rescue in times of need. ” 
We will always remember those people who made a huge 
contribution to the formation of the value system of 
Belarusians.

-What famous people of Belarus do you know? ( F. Skaryn, 
Efrosinya Polotskaya, Vitovt, N. Gusovsky, K. Kalinovsky, Y. 
Kupala, Y. Kolas ...)



“What is my land like? - wrote V. 
Korotkevich , - These are golden fields of 
bread with blue eyes of cornflowers. Light 
from the birches of the forest, deaf from 
the ringing of birds. Forest, similar to 
temples, forest where deer proudly carry 
their crowns. These are endless rivers, in 
which beavers and fish splash before 
sunset, and there are almost 11 thousand 
lakes, clean as a child's smile. "


